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Abstract

This paper describes the acquisition of PRAV, a phonetically rich audio-visual Corpus. The PRAV Corpus contains audio as well as visual recordings of 2368 sentences from the TIMIT corpus each spoken by four subjects, making it the largest audio-visual corpus in the literature in terms of the number of sentences per subject. Visual features, comprising the coordinates of points along the contour of the subjects’ lips, have been extracted for the entire PRAV Corpus using the Active Appearance Models (AAM) algorithm and have been made available along with the audio and video recordings. The subjects being Indian makes PRAV an ideal resource for audio-visual speech study with non-native English speakers. Moreover, this paper describes how the large number of sentences per subject makes the PRAV Corpus a significant dataset by highlighting its utility in exploring a number of potential research problems including visual speech synthesis and perception studies.

Index Terms: audio visual dataset, audio visual speech synthesis

1. Introduction

Audio-visual data provides rich multimodal information about both linguistic and paralinguistic modes in a face-to-face communication. Audio and visual information are often complementary in nature. Several audio-visual datasets have been created in the past to develop engineering models exploiting this rich information for a variety of technological solutions.

One of the earliest problems reported using the audio-visual data was phoneme classification by supplementing the audio with the visual data which is typically used to capture features from the lip region [1] while subjects speak various phonemes [2]. In addition to capturing lip movement, dynamics of internal articulators such as tongue, velum have been captured using real time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) data in the midsagittal upper airway and used as information complementary to audio [3]. The task of phoneme classification was extended to audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) using several audio-visual corpora including GRID [4] and others. For training an audio-visual speech recognizer, it is typically required to have a large audio-visual dataset rich with phonetic contexts as well as speaker variability. There are a number of such large audio-visual datasets available in the literature. For example, the IBM’s ViaVoice [1] is a dataset with 290 speakers and over 50 hours of recording, containing utterances from the IBM ViaVoice Training Transcripts. Some Corpora such as GRID [4] and VidTIMIT [5] have significant speaker diversity with 34 and 43 speakers respectively. But they have little phonetic and lexical diversity, due to either few sentences or sentences that are restrictive in nature. For instance, VidTIMIT has only 10 sentences per speaker, while GRID has sentences of the form “put red at G9 now”. Similar corpora have been used for AVSR in “challenging” environments such as in a moving car or through cameras in phones and laptops; for example, MOBIO [6], has sentences in a question-answer format.

The task of emotion detection has been addressed with a variety of audio-visual datasets, both English [7] and non-English [8]. The datasets used in these works differ in the nature of the stimulus provided to the subjects. For instance, some works attempt to capture emotion from interaction between subjects in scripted plays [9].

In human-machine communication, the interaction could happen through audio-visual modes. Datasets such as AVLetters [10] have recordings of individual alphabets or strings of numbers used in an interactive voice response (IVR) system.

Audio visual speech synthesis is another area of research where audio-visual data plays a crucial role. There have been various approaches to synthesize audio visual speech in the past. Visual speech synthesis has been traditionally approached as a problem of modelling the face as a 3D object [11]. The dataset in [12] has 3D data of markers on and around the subjects’ faces during speech and is useful for creating a face model. The mapping of phonemes to visemes is an important sub-problem in a two-phase visual speech synthesis [13]. This is critical for another line of work on 2D audio-visual speech synthesis [14] where visemes are extracted from the video and are integrated with the appropriate phonemes.

The problem of speaker detection [15] is inherently an important one while distinguishing twins, as done using databases such as ND-Twins [16]. Datasets such as XM2VTS [17] are also well-suited for user authentication.

In this article, we present PRAV Corpus, a large phonetically rich audio-visual dataset with over 9000 sentences uttered by four subjects, totaling to about 5 hours per subject. Only a few audio-visual datasets such as the IBM ViaVoice [1] provide such large volume of data. However, ViaVoice has an average duration of around 10 minutes per subject. Similarly, the OuluVS2 corpus [18] too contains 52 speakers, but with limited utterances per speaker. The AusTalk corpus [19] also contains recordings from a large number of Australian speakers for a variety of tasks such as reciting digit strings, stories and spontaneous speech. In contrast to a large number of subjects with small per-subject data as in ViaVoice and OuluVS2, PRAV is rich with phonetic and lexical diversity on a per subject basis and is generic enough to perform most of the tasks described above. As opposed to AusTalk, PRAV contains sentences from the TIMIT corpus, making it more phonetically balanced. Since subjects in the PRAV Corpus are Indian, it is also useful for audio-visual study of speech from non-native English speakers. Along with the audio and video recordings in PRAV Corpus, we also provide supplementary data such as annotations for sentence boundaries and lip features extracted from the recordings of the entire database for further studies.
2. Dataset Acquisition

PRAV Corpus consists of audio visual recordings of 2368 phonetically balanced sentences; these are the unique sentences in the TIMIT corpus [20]. Each sentence was spoken by 4 subjects (2 male - M1, M2 - and 2 female - F1, F2), all in the age range 20 and 22 years. All four subjects were undergraduate students at the time of recording. The native languages of M1, M2, F1 and F2 were Marathi, Kannada, Malayalam and Tamil respectively. The medium of instruction in their university was English, as a result of which the subjects were fluent in reading, writing and speaking English. A snapshot of each of the subjects is shown in Figure 1(a).

The total duration of all recorded videos is nearly 20 hours. To the best of our knowledge, PRAV has the largest number of sentences per subject among all audio-visual datasets in the literature. The total duration of recording, excluding the silence regions between sentences, for four subjects is 6697, 7411, 8967 and 7318 seconds for M1, M2, F1 and F2 respectively. A copy of the dataset can be obtained from http://spire.ee.iisc.ernet.in/spire/database.php.

The recording was done in a well illuminated anechoic chamber. The video was recorded at a frame rate of 25 frames/second using a Sony Handycam – model HDR-CX280E with 29.8mm wide-angle lens and 8.9 megapixels still picture resolution at an aspect ratio of 16:9 (image dimensions: 1280x720). The distance between the camera and the subject was maintained constant at 3.3 feet by fixing the position of the seat for the subject, and varying only the height of the camera in order to capture the face of the subject completely. A light backdrop was used for the video recording. A top-view schematic for the recording apparatus is shown in Figure 1(b).

The audio was recorded at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and a bit depth of 16 bits using a Behringer Single Diaphragm Condenser Microphone, model B-1, and was stored uncompressed in the .wav format. Praat [21] was used for recording and storing the audio from the microphone. Each subject was instructed about the functioning of the setup and allowed to practise before the actual recordings in order to familiarize them with the protocol.

The recordings were done in batches of 100 sentences, which took around 7 to 10 minutes to finish. This was done to ensure that the subjects weren’t tired of speaking and to maintain the quality of the audio and video recordings. A minimum of 5 minutes was given as a rest-time between two batches of sentences, during which the subjects were allowed to rest and relax. The sentences were displayed one per slide on a laptop computer placed between the subject and below the stand of the camera in such a way that it did not block the camera view (refer Figure 1(b)). The subjects were instructed to pause for approximately one second after uttering of each sentence and navigated the slides themselves. The subjects were monitored for stuttering and for deviation of the utterance from the displayed sentences. In case of such errors, the subjects were signalled at the end of each sentence to repeat the entire sentence till it was spoken correctly. In order to remove the incorrect utterances, we annotated all the correct utterances in the database by delineating their start and end points using Audacity [22].

Two different apparatus were used for recording the audio and the video, owing to the superior quality of the audio from the microphone. Synchronization of the audio and video streams was an important issue, as it was not possible to start recordings of both streams simultaneously. We used the cross correlation between the two streams to estimate the delay between them which was used for synchronization.

3. Tool for Lip Feature Extraction

3.1. Active Appearance Model (AAM)

Features that represent lip movement are often used in several applications that use audio-visual corpora. To facilitate exploratory work using the PRAV dataset, we extract lip features from the video frames. The algorithm developed for lip feature extraction is based on the Active Appearance Model (AAM) [23]. The block diagram in Figure 2 describes the various steps required to extract lip features from the video frames of the PRAV Corpus. Selection and annotation of the training images is a key step in the lip feature extraction. This is followed by the extraction of lip features from a test image involving pre-processing the image, appropriate initialization, execution of the AAM algorithm and post-processing to detect and rectify erroneous features. We use the code for IC AAM [24] as a template, and build upon it. We had to overcome certain shortcomings of the IC AAM in order to extract lip features effectively in the PRAV Corpus. For this purpose, we have described these challenges and our solutions for the same in the following subsections. Along with the dataset, we provide the extracted lip features obtained using AAM and the code to do the same.

Training Images: In order to prepare the training data for AAM, we manually select 19 video frames from the recordings of each subject corresponding to various lip shapes in different phonetic contexts and convert them to gray scale images. Ideally, the training should be performed on visemes. Nevertheless, since our choices of training images are phoneme-specific, they represent the corresponding viseme, thereby giving us good coverage of all visemes. Let I be a gray scale image, $p = [r, c]$ denotes the pair of integers $r$ and $c$ denoting the row and the column indices of the desired pixel $p$. Then $I(p) = I(r, c)$ denotes the pixel value at $p$. We represent the lip using a set of 22 points, $P = [p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_{22}]$. $P$ includes points of high gradient and where the contour of the lip has a high curvature. Such a set of points has been previously used by [25] and [26]. We manually annotate the 22 points in each training image. For a sample training image, the 22 points thus chosen are shown in Figure 3(a).

Since our region of interest is the lip, a rectangular patch of width $2w_{lip}$ and height $2h_{lip}$ is considered around the lip
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We report the mean and standard deviation of RMSE for each subject in Table 2. It is clear that the average RMSE of the contour estimated using AAM is of the order of a pixel. We thus conclude that the AAM with multiple initializations performs well in determining the lip contour, which is used to represent the lip features.

### Table 1: Parameter values used for all the subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>(w_{lip})</th>
<th>(h_{lip})</th>
<th>(w_{sym})</th>
<th>(h_{sym})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Parameter Optimization

In order to obtain the values of the parameters used for the error checks in post-processing, we use a development set comprising 10 randomly chosen sentences for each subject. This corresponds to 700 – 1000 frames depending on the subject. We experimentally optimize the parameters to detect most of the erroneous contours from AAM in the frames of the development set while at the same time reduce the false alarms.

We compute the contours from AAM which are compared with the manually annotated contours. We denote the manually annotated contour by \(P_{true}\) and the contour produced by AAM as \(P_{AAM}\), each comprising 22 points denoted by \(\{r_{AAM, j}\}_{j=1}^{22}\) and \(\{r_{true, j}\}_{j=1}^{22}\) respectively, where \(j = 1, \ldots, 22\). We then compute the root mean squared error (RMSE)

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{22} \sum_{j=1}^{22} (r_{AAM, j} - r_{true, j})^2 + (c_{AAM, j} - c_{true, j})^2}
\]

We report the mean and standard deviation of RMSE for each subject in Table 2. It is clear that the average RMSE of the contour estimated using AAM is of the order of a pixel. We thus conclude that the AAM with multiple initializations performs well in determining the lip contour, which is used to represent the lip features.
4. Potential Utility of PRAV Corpus

Due to the richness in the phonetic contexts per subject, the PRAV Corpus could be useful for a number of applications including audio-visual speech synthesis and audio-visual speech recognition. Some of these potential applications are briefly described below.

4.1. Audio-Visual Speech Synthesis

Modeling co-articulation is an important aspect in designing speech synthesizers. In audio-visual speech synthesis, this requires an availability of visemes in various phonetic contexts in the training data. In such scenarios, limited data is a bottleneck where the required phonetic context may not occur during the training phase [27]. Considering the phonetic richness of the PRAV Corpus, it would offer visemes in a wide variety of phonetic contexts. Moreover, visual speech synthesis is a task that inherently doesn’t rely as much on subject diversity as it does on phonetic diversity. Even with a single subject and large training data, audio-visual speech can be synthesized for the respective subject, making PRAV Corpus ideal for audio-visual speech synthesis. This may be implemented as a text-to-speech synthesis speech systems using Avatars.

4.2. Audio-Visual Speech Recognition

The lip features provided with the PRAV Corpus could be readily used as visual features to develop models for visual speech recognition. The task of lip reading [28] could also benefit from having the lip features available from a large corpus such as PRAV. Moreover, instead of performing recognition with visual features alone, one can use them in tandem with features from the audio. For example, [29] demonstrated an improvement in the performance of the audio-visual speech recognition using such multi-modal features. Thus, the readily available visual features provided with the PRAV Corpus could be used to develop better audio-visual speech recognition models.

4.3. Audio-Visual Perception Studies

There have been several audio-visual perception studies to understand the role of audio and visual information and their interaction in sound perception. For example, the role of visual data as either an alternative to audio perception or as a complementary source of information in noisy conditions has been studied in the literature [30]. This role is quantified through the articulatory index (AI), a tool for estimating the relative importance of a particular frequency for speech intelligibility. Study by [31] demonstrates that visual features may not be as discriminative for plosive consonants as it is for the vowels. Thus, it could be interesting to estimate the performance of consonant and vowel recognition with and without the presence of visual data. Understanding the differences in the band-importance function for auditory and auditory-visual inputs has also been explored by [32]. Since these studies have been performed on datasets having fewer phonemes, PRAV Corpus could aid such perceptual studies on account of the large number of sentences per subject along with its phonetic richness.

4.4. Comparison of Articulators from Visual Input and Acoustic to Articulatory Inversion

Acoustic to articulatory inversion (AAI) produces articulatory kinematics of a subject from a given speech signal. AAI is a difficult problem owing to the non-linear and one-to-many mapping between the acoustic and articulatory spaces. AAI is of two types: 1) subject-dependent [33], where the test subject’s data is also available for training, 2) subject-independent [34], where the test subject’s data is not available for training. The articulatory features from AAI have been shown to improve the speech recognition performance when used in addition to the acoustic features [35]. On the other hand, it is also known that the availability of the visual data such as speaker’s facial video improves the speech recognition performance [36] particularly in noisy conditions [30]. The phonetic richness of the PRAV Corpus has been utilized to compare the utility of the AAI and visual features and to compute the complementarity of the information present in them with respect to the acoustic features [37].

4.5. Intelligibility and Naturalness of Facial Animation

The quality of a synthesized audio-visual speech depends not only on the intelligibility and naturalness of the speech but also on the naturalness of the facial expression including head movement and eye-blinking [38]. In particular, synthesis of intelligible consonants is a challenge where visual features play a significant role at low SNR [39]. Models for synthesizing videos with natural facial expressions could be learnt from PRAV Corpus which is rich with an individual’s facial expression and gestures in a wide variety of phonetic contexts.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We present a new audio-visual corpus, PRAV, which is phonetically rich and has the largest number of utterances per subject among all existing audio-visual corpora in the literature. In addition to the audio-visual data, we also provide lip features from the video and the routines to extract them. Due to its phonetic richness, the PRAV Corpus could be potentially used for a number of applications including, multi-modal speech processing, particularly synthesis, recognition and perception studies of audio-visual speech. We are planning to include additional features such as phonetic segmentation in the future versions of PRAV corpus. In order to increase the diversity of subjects in PRAV corpus, we plan to expand our dataset by including more age- and gender-balanced subjects. In these expansions, we also plan to include an affective component through a portrayal of emotions by the subjects.
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